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Abstract of CRADA Work:
The effects of wind turbine wakes within operating wind farms has a substantial impact on the overall energy production from the farm. The current generation of models drastically underpredicts the impact of these wakes offshore leading to non-conservative estimates of energy capture and financial losses to wind farm operators and developers. To improve these models, detailed research of operating wind farms is necessary. Cornell University is a world leader of wind farm wakes effects and would like to partner with NREL to help improve wind farm modeling (by gathering additional wind farm data), develop better models and increase collaboration with European researchers working in the same area.
Summary of Research Results:
The work accomplished under this agreement included advanced observations of wakes in full scale operating wind farms and a comparison to simulations using NREL-developed, large eddy simulation tools. The comparisons allowed researchers to quantify the uncertainty introduced through observational campaigns-more specifically, lidar scanning patterns. Based on these uncertainty estimates, researchers recommend higher frequency and spatial fidelity scans to improve future wake measurement campaigns. The observations and large eddy simulation results were used to develop a new wind turbine wake model that was not dependent on axisymmetry to better capture the intermittent behavior of wake dynamics.
Under this agreement, researchers examined a series of lidar measurements from an offshore wind farm to determine if the data were of sufficient quality for wake model validation. The data were deemed too coarse and further examination with new complimentary data channels were deemed necessary. Additional analysis is being pursued as follow-on work.
Also under this agreement, researchers across institutes discussed needs for new future utility scale wake observational campaigns. Researchers hosted an international workshop of wake experts, refined science goals and shared lessons learned from previous wake field campaigns. Planning for future wake field campaigns continues.
